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Abstract
DevOps, a paradigm in which development and operations processes and teams are considered
elements of the same stack, is a new way of thinking in the software engineering domain. It has
recently gained significant momentum in development of Product-Service-Systems (PSS) where
operations play a significant role in product and service delivery. We hence study a DevOps
software development process for a PSS using a design structure matrix (DSM) representation to
find out the structure of information exchange in DevOps processes. We find unique features such
as nested iterations at differing rates which are not evident in conventional engineering
development projects. We describe the impact of integrating ongoing operations into a
development process and identify some of the enablers that lead to adoption of a DevOps process.
We conclude by discussing the implications of our findings and raise questions for further research.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Development of software-based products and systems takes place using methods very different
from creation of hardware and other engineered systems. We believe there is much we can learn
from modern software development techniques that may allow other engineering design processes
to become faster, be more flexible, and reduce planning burden. We can attempt to build
generalizable lessons from practices including spiral design, evolutionary release, lean start-up,
agile development, scrum teams, periodic sprints, and others perhaps yet on the horizon. This work
specifically explores a recent practice known as DevOps in order to identify how it works and how
we may be able to usefully apply similar methods in new domains.
A traditional approach to software development, popularly known as the waterfall method,
involves sequential phases of planning, conceptual design, architectural design, coding, testing,
and launch. This staged development approach is also familiar to engineers in other technical
fields. Indeed, it works for many development projects where requirements can be specified in the
early phases and implemented through the later ones. However, in many software projects, use
cases are initially unclear, scope may grow over the project duration, and thus requirements
continue to evolve during development. Agile software development methods were developed to
address this frustration with evolving and uncertain requirements through a deliberately iterative
process of incremental specification, design, coding, integration, and testing (Agile Alliance,
2001).
The recent development of cloud-based software infrastructure has enabled a further refinement
of agile, known as the DevOps process. In addition to the rapid, incremental iterations
characteristic of agile, DevOps couples software development directly with automated testing and
ongoing support operations enabling evolutionary delivery of frequent releases. In some settings,
DevOps has enabled teams to deploy updates to operating software as rapidly as multiple times in
a day (Puppet Labs, 2015). DevOps has quickly become the development and delivery mechanism
of choice for cloud-based software systems in which software is delivered as a service to enterprise
customers and distributed users.
8

Whereas cloud-based software is a type of product-service system (PSS), in this work we explore
DevOps to understand both how it works and how such methods may apply to other PSS
development and support challenges. We seek to learn how DevOps differs from other software
development approaches and how DevOps enables software teams to deliver frequent feature
enhancements in ongoing service operations. Furthermore, we would like to speculate as to how
DevOps may apply outside the realm of cloud-based software. Can what works for Google Cloud
and Amazon Web Services be used to accelerate the transformation of other industries - such as
transportation, power generation, and consumer goods - from traditional products to cost-effective
product-service systems?
After a brief review of related literature, we describe a field study of software development using
a DevOps process. We use the design structure matrix (DSM) method to document the DevOps
process. We then analyze the DSM model to explore the structure of information flows and
highlight unique characteristics in comparison to conventional product development processes.
Finally, we discuss our observations and how the lessons learned may apply to PSS development
in other engineering domains.

1.1 Key Research Questions
This work was guided by the following central research questions:
1. What are the nature of interactions amongst processes in DevOps and can a DSM be used
to accurately represent a DevOps process?
2. What are some enablers for adoption of DevOps and are these applicable to conventional
engineering design process?
3. Is DevOps applicable to all types of Product Service Systems? If not, what are the
characteristics of a system that could take the most advantage of DevOps?

9

Chapter 2: Literature Review

Conventional development follows a sequentially staged process with review gates to assure
quality at the end of each phase before proceeding to the next (Cooper, 2008). For more complex
systems, a system architecture phase defines sub-systems that are subsequently developed in
parallel (Ulrich and Eppinger 2016). Many studies have explored the nature of iterations within
engineering design processes (Smith and Eppinger, 1987; Unger and Eppinger, 2009; Eppinger
and Browning, 2012)
Agile methods were developed by the software community as an alternative to the waterfall
approach to software development process which reflected that of hardware development
(Feldhusen et al., 2009). The Agile Manifesto laid the philosophical foundation for agile
development. Agile principles welcome changing requirements even late in the development
process and focus on delivering working software in small increments (Agile Manifesto, 2001).
The method is widely popular for the flexibility it affords and for its strong belief that motivated
individuals in self-organized teams can serve the best interests of customers even without a
detailed plan for doing so. Agile is credited with increases of productivity in many software
development organizations (Ahmed et al., 2010).
Scrum is a specific implementation of agile which has also been widely used for software product
development. The scrum framework consists of several roles, events, artifacts, and rules
(Schwaber and Sutherland, 2017). These include a product owner, scrum master, scrum team,
product backlog, periodic sprint, daily scrum meeting, sprint deliverables, customer testing, and
supporting systems. After many years of refinement by software teams, there is wide interest in
applying scrum in other types of development projects and professional work.
Scaled agile (known as SAFe) is a more recent approach which builds on agile principles and
includes techniques for implementing agile development in large-scale software systems. It
provides comprehensive guidance for work at the portfolio, program, and team levels (Leffingwell,
2013). Taking agile methods a step further, John Allspaw and Paul Hammond at the O'Reilly
10

Velocity 09 conference, gave a talk titled "10 Deploys a Day: Dev and Ops Cooperation at Flickr".
Soon thereafter, the term "DevOps" was coined in 2009. The focus of DevOps is to have engineers
not only develop application code, but also support the entire pipeline from concept to ongoing
usage. To facilitate this process, many levels of automation have been developed. For example, to
accelerate the test and launch processes, a protocol called continuous integration and continuous
deployment (CI/CD), has been established for testing and release software as a service (SAAS)
products. DevOps and CI/CD have enabled teams to deliver code changes frequently and reliably
and release updates (sometimes) daily to end customers.
There is an emergent body of literature comparing conventional and agile methods of software
development (Grashiller et al., 2017). Agile and scrum have been integrated into design thinking.
Grashiller, Luedeke, and Vielhaber show how information exchanges enable symbiosis of creative
and agile process and that creative and agile activities should be interleaved at optimal time slots.
Recently Anderson et al., (2017) studied the impact of increasing release frequency and argue that
if the feedback is noisy, very rapid cycles can lead to longer cycle times and significant rework.
The understanding of DevOps and its practices is described by Lwakatare et al., (2016) by
interviewing practitioners and studying multivocal literature. DevOps is referred to as a movement,
practice, culture, and a mindset by multiple practitioners.
However, we are yet to find literature that either maps or assesses DevOps as a process flow and
study nature of information exchanges in a DevOps implementation. We offer such an assessment
by mapping a DevOps process using the DSM representation. In doing so, we look at the efficacy
of information exchanges across different steps in DevOps and allied PSS delivery processes while
attempting to hypothesize some enablers for best practices in DevOps.
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Chapter 3: Background

This chapter discusses the concepts that are widely used in the rest of the work and attempts to
clarify these terms by comparing those with other known concepts and by using relevant examples.

3.1 What is DevOps?
Put simply, the term is a combination of the terms, "development" and "operations". Since DevOps
originated from software development, it is often associated with the concept of IT operations
being "programmed" by automation and virtualization of infrastructure (Urquhart, 2010).
Similarly, other literatures (Loukides, 2012) also looks at DevOps purely from an IT Operations
perspective. In 2016 Lwakatare, Kuvaja and Oivo advanced the proposed definition as follows 'a
mind-set substantiated by a set of practices to encourage cross-functional collaboration between
teams-especially development and IT operations-within a software development organization,
in order to operate resilient systems and accelerate delivery of change'.
For the purposes of this work, DevOps can be considered as a culmination of practices that enable
organizations to innovate faster by having a holistic outlook at development and operations
activities. The operations activities discussed in this work go beyond just IT operations and extends
the purview to business operations and beyond. This is relevant for a Product Service System,
which is explained further in 3.5.

3.2 Comparing DevOps with other practices
3.2.1 DevOps and Agile
The study by Lwakatare et al., 2016 suggests that DevOps is an evolution of agile software
development - in particular, of agile principles and values specified in the Agile Manifesto (Agile
Alliance, 2001). Agile principles demonstrate a strong bias to action over making elaborate plans
since they're unlikely to account for future situations. Hence, Agile methodology welcomes
changing requirements even late in development. This is closer to real life situations where things
12

change all the time and also enables the Build-Measure-Learn feedback loops (Ries, 2011) while
building new products.
A consequence of this is Agile principles' emphasis on delivering working software more
frequently, a practice that DevOps enables using infrastructure as code and other mechanisms by
going as far as CI/CD (Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery) modes. Another Agile
principle suggests "Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the
project". This highlights one of the important motives for this work - to think of DevOps beyond
just IT Operations in software development.
As we can see, while Agile is a list of principles that leaves a lot of implementation details to teams
and organization. DevOps enables agile teams by bringing in technology and practices such as
infrastructure as code, distribution of operations ownership and enabling teams to think of vertical
ownership focused on customer satisfaction.
3.2.2

DevOps and spiral process

Boehm, in his initial work in 1988 describes spiral model of software development as an evolution
to waterfall model, with rounds of iterations involving development of a product starting from
feasibility study in round 0 all the way down to acceptance testing after several spirals. Each spiral
begins with the identification of objectives of the portion of the product being elaborated and
results in a prototype at the end of the spiral. This is iterated over multiple rounds over clearer
definition to result in a product that meets customer requirements at the end of all spirals. Each
succeeding round has a better definition and gets closer to the final requirements for the product.
This is utilized in situations where the software has uncertain specifications and involves high risk
areas or cutting-edge technologies. The spiral model focuses on a risk-driven approach to the fullrange of software project situations, unlike a project that has extensive documentation and
specifications. Modern software products fall exactly under this definition. It takes companies a
few iterations to get to a product since requirements evolve over stages of development. This
resonates with the DevOps principle of delivering working software more frequently. Each of these
versions can be related to a round of the spiral process.
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Fig. 1: Spiral model of software process, source: Boehm, 1988

3.3 Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
Design structure matrix is a network modelling tool depicting the elements of a system and their
interactions. DSM is widely used to represent the structure of engineering processes and of
complex technical systems (Eppinger and Browning, 2012). The DSM consists of a N x N square
matrix, mapping the interactions among the set of N system elements. In the current study, we
utilize a process architecture DSM in which the elements are the activities of the process and the
14

interactions are the flows of work or information between the activities. The process architecture
DSM model therefore describes the way activities work together to deliver the process results.
This type of DSM analysis highlights important patterns of work flow and their implications for
process characteristics such as iterative cycles and completion time.

P4 a
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Fig 2: A sample software development process represented in DSM
The simple example in Fig. 2 shows a software development process using simple X marks to
represent interaction amongst two processes. The DSM above uses input in rows method of
representation i.e., Documentation takes inputs from Requirements Gathering and Product
Planning and not otherwise.

3.4 A DSM comparison of conventional and DevOps process
A stylized DSM depicting a conventional (waterfall) software development process is shown in
Figure 3 below.
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Fig. 3: Stylized DSM of a conventional software development process
The DSM in Figure 2 captures - at a very high level - the development process flow by marking
an X in an activity's row if it gets information from the process in the column. The DSM
representation can be enriched in many ways, for example by characterizing interaction types using
different marks or colors, or by using various labels or shading to more completely describe the
process. Process activities are generally sequenced to represent the overall process flow. Grouped
processes may represent coupled iterations or the boundaries of a phase or stage of the process.
The DSM graphic is intended to convey the relevant activities and their interactions to process
owners at a level of abstraction where it can be used for project management and/or process
improvement.
The DevOps process is characterized by numerous iteration cycles, feedback loops, and
incremental releases over time, making its DSM representation somewhat different from the staged
development processes with which we are more familiar. The DevOps DSM may represent one or
more complete product release cycles, known in agile terminology as a "program increment"
(Leffingwell et al., 2017). The program increment (PI) is a defined period of time during which a
team delivers incremental value in the form of working, tested software and systems. We represent
the various iterative cycles (sprint, release, and planning) by color shading regions of the DSM to
denote the periodicity with which the process occurs.
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Fig. 4: Stylized DSM of a DevOps process
In the stylized DSM shown in Figure 4, we represent planning, development, operations, launch,
and support activities as separate groups of activities. Furthermore, the planning, release and sprint
iterations may occur at different rates. All of these iterations contribute to the development and
support of a product or a service increment. By nesting the loops as shown in the stylized DSM,
we consider that it may take more than one iteration of an inner loop before the outer loop continues
its execution. For example, a release iteration may comprise multiple sprint iterations; and
similarly, multiple release iterations may take place before a planning iteration. The number of
iterations would depend on how much progress is made in each iteration. One particular program
increment may release after two sprints, while another may take four. Consistent with agile
principles (SAFe, 2018), a feature may be released when it is ready, rather than waiting for a
specific launch cycle. Since, we have not seen such a DSM in the literature to date, our field study
attempts to document the structure and underlying information exchanges of a DevOps process in
detail.
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3.5 Product-Service System
The term "product-service systems" (PSSs) has been defined by Goedkoop as "a marketable set
of products and services capable ofjointly fulfilling a user's need. The product/service ratio in this
set can vary, either in terms of function fulfilment or economic value" (Goedkoop, 1999). This
results in the nature of the product ownership structure. A PSS offering could mean that the
customer has no ownership, but leases a product for a fixed unit of usage. Most Software as a
Service (SaaS) offering fall under this category. A potential customer pays a license fee for a fixed
usage for a software that is hosted and served by the company. The customer owns nothing but a
license to use the software for a fixed period of time. In some cases, a customer may own the
product, but the product itself may not be of much use without the service aspect of the offering.
Examples of this type of system includes carrier locked mobile phones, set top boxes and cable
TV routers.
PSS often makes it easy for customers to consume a service provider's offering. For example, to
use a SaaS, a customer no longer needs to install sophisticated software or have a high-performance
computer that meets specific hardware requirements. It also makes some products with limited
usage more affordable for a larger segment of customers by preventing capital lock-in and by using
a pay per use model. This is beneficial for business customers as they could pay for services
proportional to revenues made.
PSS is preferred by service providers for multiple reasons, the most important being predictable,
recurring revenues. Since the product is paid for like a subscription, any new sale increases future
revenues exponentially, unless there is excessive churn. This comes with a clause for service
providers though - Significant portion of the perceived value comes from the services component
of the offering, which is operations intensive. For SaaS systems, this would mean ensuring high
availability using robust IT operations. For a system such as a car leasing program, this would
mean ensuring high level of customer satisfaction. PSS makes ongoing operations become an
important aspect of the product itself.
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Chapter 4: Field Study

4.1 Swisscom TV as a Product Service System
Swisscom AG is a leading telecommunications provider in Switzerland. Swisscom holds a market
share of 60% for mobile, 67% for broadband internet, and 35% for TV telecommunication in its
domestic residential and commercial markets. Swisscom is known for its premium quality
offerings, which command a premium price. Swisscom TV launched its first set-top-box product
in 2014 by building its own internet-based TV product after combining several TV-related product
offerings. Since 2014, the TV product has evolved significantly, including launch in 2016 of a new
set-top-box with ultra-high-definition video and voice search functions. Swisscom TV now
supports over 600 channels with 7-day replay capability and cloud recording features, along with
video-on-demand content through partnerships with content providers such as Netflix and Spotify.
In terms of a PSS, the set-top-box in a customer's home is only a means to consume an expanding
range of services. Hence, the TV team and its DevOps process must support ongoing operations
at thousands of customer sites in thousands of configurations of hardware, software, and firmware
versions. The product elements of the PSS include the set-top-box hardware; service elements
include offerings such as live TV, video on demand, recording, electronic program guide, third
party applications, and other value-added services such as interactive games and educational
content. All of these services are consumed over the internet making the offering a comprehensive
internet TV service. Efficient operations and support are therefore critical to customer satisfaction.

4.2 The process for field study
We conducted this field study through multiple visits to Swisscom TV Offices in Zurich. Data
collection consisted of over 20 interviews with members of the TV team. Members belonging to
planning, development, operations and business teams were interviewed for their roles and their
frequency and quality of interactions within and outside of their teams. Members of the teams were
also asked about pain points and challenges faced.
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The initial interviews led to a list of processes involving an entire Program Increment (SAFe,
2018). Program Increment (PI) is a timebox during which a team delivers incremental value in the
form of working, tested software and systems. We then mapped the interaction amongst these
processes and characterized them into four different types of interactions groups and marked these
interactions and groups in a Design Structure Matrix (DSM). We use the label convention (shown
in Figure 5) and nomenclature to describe key aspects of the DSM structure

*

Sequential
Strongly coupled
X Weakly Coupled
* Feedback

Fig. 5: Labels for different types of interactions amongst processes
This DSM model was used for a second series of interviews as talking points to discuss insights
and the validity of the model. The model revealed specific highlights that are shared in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: The DSM Model

5.1 Presenting the DSM Model
The sample DSM model shown in 3.3 aimed to simply identify interaction amongst processes. The
processes were arranged using a logical order of activities within a Program Increment. Fig. 6
represents the actual DSM model for Swisscom TV DevOps process. In this DSM model, we
characterized the interactions into four types as listed below.
5.1.1 Sequential activities
Two activities are considered sequential if the output of the upstream activity enables execution of
downstream activity (Eppinger and Browning, 2012). Some sequential activities may be partially
overlapped by starting the downstream activity before the upstream activity is completed.
However, for modeling purposes we omit such overlapping, and all sequential processes are
considered fully sequential. For example, #15 Application Backend Development and #20
Integration Testing are sequential since the development needs to be completed before integration
testing begins.
5.1.2 Strongly coupled activities
Strongly coupled activity pairs need ongoing input from each other and will iterate until
converging on a mutually satisfying result. Such coupled activities typically take place
simultaneously, with the teams interacting regularly to resolve uncertainties and trade-offs. For
example, #12 User Experience Development is strongly coupled with #14 User Interface
Development. This is because the user interface team works closely with the user experience team
over multiple iterations to ensure that the relevant user experience conceived has been adequately
delivered in the designed interface.
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5.1.3 Weakly coupled activities
Weakly coupled activity pairs also need input from each other, but much less frequently than
strongly coupled pairs. This allows some elements of the two activities to occur independently,
but they cannot be completed without some coordination. The weak coupling could also be
addressed using detailed interface specifications or facilitated by well-defined procedures. For
example, #19 Unit Testing and #22 Regression Testing are weakly coupled, as once a test plan is
in place, the two processes need not share much information and hence can proceed in parallel.
5.1.4 Feedback
Feedback within the process is indicated by marks above the diagonal. Feedback consists of
information being passed to an earlier activity which has generally completed its current work and
will use the new information to execute its next iteration. Feedback can occur even without strong
interactions between the process owners. For example, a sprint retrospective meeting could
highlight challenges faced in the completed sprint and the leamings from it used for the next sprint.

5.2 Understanding the DSM model
After marking all interactions in the DSM, we re-sequenced the processes to place them around
closely interacting process without considering feedbacks. This aligned logically with phases of
the product planning activity which are represented in yellow boxes. Although it looks like the
process starts from #1 and goes down to #38, only a few are sequential as represented by theE
mark. The whole matrix should be seen as a zooming in from ongoing activities to releasely and
sprintly activities. A more detailed explanation of the cycle speeds is presented in 5.2. In Fig. 7,
we have divided the DSM into zones of interactions to gain a more detailed understanding of the
inputs and outputs of these processes. All phases are marked with numbers and the interactions
outside of phases are marked by alphabets. Since we follow the input in row convention, we scan
processes by rows and use columns to understand inputs that enable the processes.
5.2.1 Zone A: Pre-planning interactions
This zone mostly contains processes in pre-planning and planning phase and its feed-forwards to
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consecutive phases such as development. Consider the Table 1 below for detailed explanation of
some of the important features in this zone.

Process

Major Inputs

Explanation

Opportunity Analysis

Ideas on the Board (#1)

Ideas are presented on a board with post-it
notes by anyone in the team. Opportunity

(#2)

Analysis is done to understand the
relevance and priority of the same

UI Mockups (#3)

Ideas on the Board

UI Mockups are prepared after evaluation

(#1), Opportunity

for opportunities that are considered viable

Analysis (#2)

Refinement of Idea to

Ideas on the Board

Ideas can be abstract and to an extent the

Features (#5)

(#1), Opportunity

UI Mockups help solidify the

Analysis (#2), UI

understanding. Refinement fleshes out

Mockups (#3)

implementation details further and hence
requires outputs from some of the
preceding processes

Prioritization (#6)

Ideas on the Board

Once the ideas are fleshed out, we have

(#1), Opportunity

adequate information to prioritize them

Analysis (#2), UI

over other promising ideas on the board.

Mockups (#3),

This is done by bucketing them into P 1-P5

Refinement of Idea to

ideas, which are further prioritized within a

features (#5)

Program Increment (PI)
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Process

Major Inputs

Explanation

Scoping Features for

Opportunity Analysis

It is important to scope the feature that can

Value (#8)

(#2), UI Mockups (#3),

be developed within a PI and also provides

Refinement of Idea to

value to the end user. For this, inputs from

Features (#5)

previous activities are consumed

Table 1: Zone A - pre-planning interactions
5.2.2 Phase 1: Planning phase
This zone primarily concerns with planning within a Program Increment (PI) and assumes that all
features currently being considered are refined and scoped. Table 2 below has detailed explanation
of some of the important features in this zone.

Process
Prioritization (#6)

Major Inputs

Explanation

UI Mockups (#3),

Prioritization within the PI is about

Refinement of Idea to

discussing top ideas within the backlog for

Features (#5)

specific features within those ideas. This is
why Refinement (#5) is a major input

Effort Estimation

Prioritization (#6),

Efforts are estimated in story points to give

(#10)

Selecting Features for

an estimate of the workload for the team.

PI Backlog (#7)

There are a couple of rounds of iterations
between this, Prioritization (#6) and
Selection (#7) to nail down the user stories
that teams commit to
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Process

Explanation

Major Inputs

Preparation of Risk

Prioritization (#6),

Risk board is used to agree on the risk of

Board (#11)

Scoping Features for

missing the delivery at the end of the PI.

Value (#8)

This is directly dependent on the scope of
work undertaken for the PI and the
important of the same, which is fed by the
prioritization process

Table 2: Planning phase interactions
5.2.3 Zone B and Phase 2: Product Development
Swisscom TV's PSS comprises of hardware, software and web services development. Different
teams are involved with the same with significant involvement of the IT Operations team to
support the development efforts. All of these happen within sprints of a Program Increment (PI).
A sprint is usually about two weeks long, so all the stories considered for development should be
significantly well defined with clear requirements. Hence, Refining Features to User Stories (#9)
is a dependent process for most of the activities in this phase as shown by Zone B. Table 3 below
has detailed explanation of some of the important features in phase 2.

Process

Explanation

Major Inputs

Web / App

User Experience

The User Interface for the Set Top Box is

development (#13)

Development (#12)

similar to web development. The TV
Product also has a native app in iOS and
Android platforms whose development
happens separately. User Experience has to
be clearly defined before this process can
commence
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Process

Major Inputs

Explanation

User Interface

User Experience

This process involves coding the actual

Development (#14)

Development (#12)

User Interface elements for app and web
interfaces of the product. Hence User
Experience has to be clearly defined

Swisscom Libraries

Application Backend

These are libraries that interface with the

Development (#17)

Development (#15),

hardware of the set-top box. Hence,

Partnerships and

backend applications need to be in place.

Integration (#16)

Partnerships with hardware manufacturers
enable this development

Unit Testing (#19)

Individual development

Each of the individually developed

activities

modules are unit tested for functionality
and performance

Integration Testing

All development

All development tasks enabling a feature

(#20)

activities

are tested together for desired customer
experience

Analytics Integration

Individual development

Analytics and crash reports are integrated

(#21)

activities

into individual features for troubleshooting
and metrics

Regression Testing

All development

Automated testing using regression test

(#22)

activities and Unit

suite is done after individual unit testing

Testing (#19)

succeeds

Table 3: Development phase interactions
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5.2.4

Phase 3: Testing

The phase is predominantly about different activities involved in testing and hence activities are
mostly strongly coupled. Table 4 below has detailed explanation of some of the important features
in this phase.

Process

Explanation

Major Inputs

Regression Testing

All development

This is an interleaving activity between

(#22)

activities and Unit

development and testing phases since

Testing (#19)

regression testing involves some amount of
new software development by the quality
control team

Crowd Testing (#24)

Regression Testing

Crowd Testing is used to test apps with

(#22) and Performance

neutral third parties who sign up for a paid

Testing (#23)

program. Internal performance and
regression testing pass through before
being subject to Crowd Testing. Similarly,
the results of Crowd Testing are used to
strengthen benchmarks for internal
performance tests

Friendly Testing (#25)

Regression Testing

Swisscom employees sign up for friendly

(#22) and Performance

testing to receive bleeding edge software

Testing (#23)

on their set-top boxes to report for bugs.
Similar to Crowd Testing, the activity
feeds in and out of performance tests
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Process
Hot Fixes for Bugs

Major Inputs

Explanation
An iterative process between testing and

All testing activities

(#26)

hot fixes happen until most known bugs
are squashed

Table 4: Testing phase interactions
5.2.5

Zones C and D: Test Feedback and Feed Forward to Development

Testing feeds back to development phase by providing inputs on types of issues uncovered. This
can be utilized be dev teams to understand the scenarios that caused these bugs and to identify best
practices that will avoid such issues in the future.
Development feeds into testing by providing unit tested code that can be tested together for
functionality. While the individual modules may be unit tested by developers, the quality control
teams test the system as a whole (verification) and ensures that the right system is built as per
requirements (validation). Some of the interactions here involve the launch phase as well, which
is discussed in 5.2.6.
5.2.6

Phase 4: Launch Iterations

This phase mostly comprises of activities that involve launch the feature after successful
development and acceptance testing by friendly and crowd testing methodologies. It is also the
phase in which operations starts taking over the features. Table 5 below has detailed explanation
of some of the important interactions in this phase.
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Process
Hot Fixes for Bugs

Major Inputs

Explanation

All testing activities

This is an overlay process between testing
and launch phase since IT teams involving

(#26)

operations are involved in squashing some
bugs, typically relating to performance

IT Infrastructure

Performance Testing

Results from performance and acceptance

Scaling (#27)

(#23), Crowd Testing

testing activities feed inputs for scaling to

(#24) and Friendly

adhere to required performance standards.

Testing (#25)

This is owned by IT operations teams

Crowd Testing (#24),

After squashing bugs discovered in crowd

Friendly Testing (#25),

and friendly testing rounds, a small

Hot Fixes for Bugs

segment of users is chosen for a rollout.

(#26) and IT

This is a final check to ensure the new

Infrastructure Scaling

software works on all configurations and

(#27)

setups before the actual rollout

Launch Coordination

Most testing and launch

This involves messaging to customers,

(#30)

activities

coordinating release and marketing at

Phased Rollout (#28)

Swisscom stores and getting data sheets
pertaining to the new release and hence has
strong interactions with a lot of testing and
launch activities

Table 5: Launch phase interactions
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5.2.7

Phase 5: Ops Iterations

Most of the activities in this phase are ongoing activities to monitor overall customer experience
and ascertaining feedback from previous launch. Hence some activities in this phase has heavy
interleaving with the launch phase. Table 6 below has detailed explanation of some of the
important interactions in this phase.

Process
Customer Feedback

Major Inputs

Explanation
Customer support needs to be equipped

All launch activities

with knowledge of the latest features (feed

from Support (#33)

forward) and also provide feedback to
business teams about customers' reception
to these features

Ongoing Analysis of

Analytics Integration

Swisscom maintains a trend line for NPS

NPS Trend (#34)

(#21), launch activities,

scores over time and maps for changes in

Preparing NPS Survey

this trend line to events such as launches.

(#31)

This helps teams understand the reception
to new features

IT Support and

Hot Fixes for Bugs

Some support queries go back to

Troubleshooting (#35)

(#26)

development defects which may or may
not require an urgent hot fix

Exploration of Market

Ongoing Analysis of

Customers' reaction to features feeds into

Opportunities (#38)

NPS Trend (#34)

opportunity exploration to understand what
clicks and what doesn't

Table 6: Launch phase interactions
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5.2.8

Zone F: Operational Feedback

Operations feeds back into all phases of the development process. Since these are ongoing
activities, it is important to capture and document this feedback such that it is best consumed by
relevant teams. This is discussed further in section 6.1.3.

5.3 Understandingcycle speeds and iterations
One important difference between the DSM for DevOps process and that of a conventional process
is the difference in cycle speeds of activities that involve the same feature. To understand this
better, we have color coded parts of the DSM involving activities happening at a particular pace
as below:

Blue

Iterations take place based on ongoing
feedback throughout the process

Red

Iterations take place during each release

Green

Iterations take place during each sprint

Table 7: Cycle speeds convention used in DSM
It can be seen that the cycle speeds converge at sprint level and expand back up to ongoing
processes when operations take over development. The way these processes interact to
accommodate these varying cycle speeds opens up interesting research questions. Some
preliminary insights from the same is discussed in 6.1.1.
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Chapter 6: Results and Implications

6.1 Unique features of information exchange in DevOps
6.1.1 Interactions and multiple speeds of iteration
Within each of the high-level process stages, planned iterations occur at different speeds and
typically there are multiple iterations before handing off results to the subsequent activities. For
example, multiple sprint iterations take place before a release. Thus, certain development and
testing activities. such as #19 Unit Testing and #20 Integration Testing, happen multiple times
over the period of a two-week sprint. We designate these "sprintly iterations", and show them with
green background. In the next phase, iterations involving #23 Performance Testing and #25
Friendly Testing take place about once every six weeks. We term these "releasely iterations", and
show them with pink background. The third pace of work flow in the DSM is that of the "ongoing
iterations", and this area is shown with blue background. When two activities belong to regions of
different speed, the interactions between the two activities occur at the faster of the two speeds.
For example, the interactions between #17 Swisscom Libraries development and #24 Crowd
Testing happen every sprint, although crowd testing happens only once every release. This is
because the hardware libraries are tweaked based on performance tests reported by crowd testing.
These colored zones, representing different rates of process flow and iteration, help to illustrate
how the DevOps process integrates the ongoing planning and operations phases with the sprints
and releases of the highly iterative development and testing phases.

6.1.2 Timeboxing of ongoing processes
Most activities in the pre-planning and operations phases are ongoing processes. This is because
activities such as #2 Opportunity Analysis and #35 IT Support and Troubleshooting occur
irrespective of release cycles. Often, organizations follow different project execution methods such
as kanban for IT operations while using scrum for product development, and this may be due to
the ongoing nature of supporting processes (Viszlai, 2015). However, Swisscom TV uses scrum
for IT and business operations as well as development. "Timeboxing" of ongoing processes by
34
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setting terminal dates for key activities, is used to manage ongoing scrums. For example, when the
business teams are scouting for opportunities, after every fixed time interval (say 6 months), these
teams pause and prioritize opportunities to be considered for the next program increments. Similar
timeboxing activities are also carried out for bug fixes and IT operations. Such timeboxing also
provides flexibility to add new operations or support priorities if they are deemed critical. This
pause and prioritize approach helps address open loops and keeps team on track with current
priorities.
6.1.3

Levels of feedback

Square marks (m) to the right side of the DSM model represent a type of feedback known as
"generational learning." Feedback from operational activities such as #37 Analysis of Usage
Statistics to #28 Phased Rollout are operations feedbacks to the next generation's launch based on
knowledge from ongoing operations. Operations provides data into the process at multiple levels,
such as launch, test and even all the way back to planning. For example, #36 Analysis of Quality
Issues feeds data into #6 Prioritization. IT operations processes such as #27 Infrastructure Scaling
drive decisions for planning processes such as #6 Prioritization, #7 Selecting Features for PI
Backlog, and #8 Scoping Feature for Value by answering key questions such as availability of
relevant infrastructure to accommodate adoption of a new feature. For example, features such as
recorded TV require massive amounts of storage since the Swisscom TV service uses only cloud
storage rather than in the set-top box. These feedbacks often constitute passive interactions in
which new information can be captured using a robust project management system and the teams
need not meet about every issue as it arises. For example, Swisscom TV team goes through a
program increment planning meeting once each release. Most of the planning activities happen in
one day with all relevant stakeholders in the same room. This could be an opportunity to share all
the relevant feedback to the upcoming program increment. At the other extreme, some of the
coupled or sequential activities must be linked directly to the subsequent steps of the process, such
as #25 Friendly Testing and #28 Phased Rollout. Friendly testing is contingent upon the phased
rollout taking place.
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6.2 Enablersfor adoption of DevOps
6.2.1

Organizational enablers

" It can be seen from the iterations in the launch and operations iterations phases of the DSM
that business and IT operations teams share many interactions. These interactions are more
pronounced in PSS where operations enable value creation for customers. This is illustrated
by activities such as #30 Launch Coordination, wherein the TV team coordinates with
marketing and retail stores for communication of the new value proposition. IT operations
processes such as #27 Infrastructure Scaling and #35 IT Support and Troubleshooting
ensure high availability and timely cross-organizational communication of issues to
relevant development teams. For instance, each of the coupled activities between launch
and test or development phases illustrates the need for establishing organizational ties
between development teams and IT and business operations teams. Product managers act
as business representatives in a scrum team to facilitate this communication

" Ongoing operations often provide flexibility in deployment strategies and the ability of a
scrum team to carry out phased rollouts. Activity #25 Friendly Testing uses mostly
company employees as a test bed to identify issues with usage in real-world environments.
This feeds data towards a phased rollout for real customers. It often takes several weeks
before a feature is fully deployed to all users. Developers in a scrum team are able to write
a sequence of unit test cases over the course of these weeks and help test teams work on
using ongoing operational feedback. This not only helps in improving product quality by
significantly automating tests, but also alters the scope of the testing team's work on
subsequent regression and integration tests. This multi-step workflow must not only
account for organizational boundaries, but also coordinate varying team priorities since
different teams conduct each level of testing (unit, regression, and integration).

" In DevOps teams, developers also run a portion of operations. While the IT operations and
infrastructure teams focus on issues at a macro level, such as scaling, developers are
expected to write code that is configuration agnostic and has established interfaces to other
modules in the system. Advancements in cloud computing and allied infrastructure (e.g.,
37

containers and orchestration systems such as Docker and Kubernetes) accelerate this trend
further. That is, updating processes to take advantage of infrastructure helps teams in
cutting down cycle time. This requires that the developers work closely with the both the
IT operations and business operations teams and understand their priorities while setting
up timeboxing deadlines.
6.2.2
*

Product enablers
An incremental product deployment strategy plays well with the plan-do-check-adjust
(PDCA) learning cycle embedded in scaled agile (Leffingwell et al., 2018). It helps
companies to build a product feature quickly, test it in the market, assess customer
response, and continue iterating further if it gathers interest or pivot to a different feature
if it doesn't. Moreover, a team's focus on building a testable PSS at the end of each sprint
gives the team a bias for action. Both of these factors must be considered while planning
and scoping features.

*

Some product enablers, typically those associated with customer response, involve the
ability to thoroughly measure and understand customers' interests and pain points.
Swisscom TV has processes to objectively analyze customer support requests. It also has
data collection instruments and analytics built into the product. For instance, some features
are designed in to understand system performance and crash reports. Such product enablers
are accompanied by periodic net-promoter score (NPS) surveys and subjective surveys for
direct customer feedback. Trends are analyzed over time to isolate patterns and correlate
them with events to quantify drivers of customer satisfaction.

6.2.3
*

Process enablers and metrics
DevOps relies upon development teams working closely with many other teams.
Nevertheless, for various reasons such as talent availability and localized needs for end
customers, it may not be possible for all teams to be co-located. Consequently, slow
response times may be experienced for both planned iterations and handling of emerging
concerns. One way to address the resulting bottleneck is to design a process with planning
meetings where all relevant stakeholders are present. Swisscom TV team holds a program
38

increment planning meeting for every new product iteration wherein all details of each
feature to be developed are fleshed out. This reduces the scope of some iterations,
especially late in the program increment cycle. Such meetings are particularly useful in
bringing the operations teams' feedback directly into the overall planning cycle. Necessary
decision makers are also present in this meeting and a clear consensus is reached on the
commitment for the upcoming program increment.

*

With a large product development process involving multiple stakeholders, establishing
responsible process owners, deliverables, and metrics for all processes can be helpful.
Table 8 offers potential examples of such metrics-based management strategies at each
cycle speed.

Cycle Speed

Process

Owner

Deliverable

Metrics

Sprintly

Web development

Web product owner

Captured in Jira

Story points

Releasely

Launch
coordination
Opportunity

Product manager

Outlets reached

Business

Training
materials
Opportunity

analysis

development manager

presentation

revenue

Ongoing

Table 8: Establishing process ownership and deliverables
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Potential

Chapter 7: Conclusion

We have mapped DevOps activities using DSM in order to identify unique features of the process
in one implementation at Swisscom, such as multiple speeds of process iterations and timeboxing
key cycles of iterative work. In the DSM model, we have introduced a color-coding and labelling
scheme to represent these observed features. Moreover, analysis of this ongoing PSS development
and support has allowed us to identify a number of enablers for adoption of a DevOps development
process. While some of the learning from Swisscom's TV team might be translatable to other
software systems that have a need to change the product offering on the fly, this study also raises
a host of questions that will require follow-on work. For instance, will this process architecture
work in other cloud-based PSS systems, such as banking or episodic services such as emergency
response support systems? What kind of development and test cycle speeds, metrics and
timeboxing would be needed in such settings? Could these approaches be used for developing
more conventional PSS such as electric utilities or vehicle leasing services? Finally, there ought to
be careful empirical examinations of the potential productivity gains and adoption enablers we
have described.
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